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Abstract-- In this paper, we investigate the face recognition
problem via energy histogram of the DCT coefficients. Several
issues related to the recognition performance are discussed, in
particular the issue of histogram bin sizes and feature sets. In
addition, we propose a technique for selecting the classification
threshold incrementally. Experimentation was conducted on the
Yale face database and results indicated that the threshold
obtained via the proposed technique provides a balanced
recognition in term of precision and recall. Furthermore, it
demonstrated that the energy histogram algorithm outperformed
the well-known Eigenface algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Research on face recognition remains highly popular in
computer vision literature. Over previous decades, many
attempts have been made in the pattern recognition field to
mimic the inherent human ability to recognize faces. Many
facial representation approaches have been developed
(statistical-based, neural networks and feature-based) with the
purpose of recognizing individual faces, given various viewing
conditions [1, 2]. Many of these techniques have already been
utilized in society through Automated Teller Machines,
building access systems, law enforcement, airport surveillance
and computer login systems [3].
One successful approach to face recognition uses Principal
Component Analysis (PCA), originally proposed by Sivorich
and Kirby [4]. PCA is an optimal signal representation that
extracts the Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues from a covariance
matrix constructed from an image database. This technique
reduces the number of dimensions to represent images in the
database and computes the basis of the space represented by its
training vectors. In 1991, Turk and Pentland [15] incorporated
PCA into a face recognition system known as Eigenfaces,
demonstrating promising results in recognizing frontal images
of individuals.
Despite the optimal signal representation produced with PCA,
the technique suffers from high computational cost in
determining the basis space for a large number of images [6]. In
addition, computational cost for PCA increases when adding
new images to the facial image database as the basis space for
PCA requires recompilation due to the strong data dependency
exhibited [5].
The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) has been used for feature
extraction and has been demonstrated to be superior to PCA due
to the lack of data dependency, hence recompilation is not
required when adding or removing new images to or from the
facial image database [8]. In addition, only a subset of the
transform coefficients are needed to preserve the important
features of the face images such as hair, eyes, mouth outline and
mouth location [7]. Face recognition algorithms incorporating
DCT can be found in [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].
Among all these techniques, threshold selection was not
implemented thoroughly in the recognition systems. Threshold
selection for facial classification is crucial to the performance of
the recognition system. As the threshold value increases, the
number of individuals that are correctly and incorrectly
accepted as known is also increase. Hafed and Levine [8]
discussed the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve
method in finding the classification threshold. An ROC graph
illustrated the trade off between correct classifications versus
false acceptances where the ROC curve was obtained using a
subset of the CIM database. This method as discussed; however,
was not implemented in the facial recognition system.
In this paper, we discuss an alternative approach for feature
extraction using the energy histogram of the DCT coefficients.
The performance of various feature sets with a range of
histogram bins were investigated using the Yale face database.
In addition, the threshold selection method was discussed which
was based on the ROC analysis of the distances gathered from
the face database. The performance of the energy histogram
face recognition with the selected threshold was analyzed and
discussed. To determine the effectiveness of the technique, a
comparison was also made with the Eigenface algorithm.
II. PRELIMINARY BACKGROUND
A. The Discrete Cosine Transform
The DCT is a popular technique in imaging and video
compression, which was first applied in image compression in
1974 by Ahmed et al., transforming signals in the spatial
representation into a frequency representation. In 1992, the first
international standard for image compression, known as the
Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG), was established with
the DCT as the encoder and decoder. JPEG compression uses
the DCT to remove the redundancies from images. Each image
frame is divided into 8x8 blocks, where each block is
transformed independently using the 2D-DCT basis function.
The forward 2D-DCT of an 8 x 8 block image is defined by
Forward:
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Figure 1 shows the properties of the DCT coefficients in 8x8
blocks with the zigzag pattern used by JPEG compression to
process the DCT coefficients. Although the total energy remains
the same in the 8x8 blocks, the energy distribution changes with
most energy being compacted to the low frequency coefficients.
The DC coefficient is represented by F(0,0) in the forward
2D-DCT equation. As the cosine of zero is one, the equation is
simplified to  
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The DC coefficient, which is located at the upper left corner,
holds most of the image energy and represents the proportional
average of the 64 blocks. The remaining 63 coefficients denote
the intensity changes among the block images and are referred
to as AC coefficients.
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Fig. 1. Block features of the DCT coefficients with the zig-zag pattern.
The DCT was reported to be the second best transformation
after PCA in [14] with an energy compaction that closely
approximates that of PCA. Although PCA is the optimal
transform in an energy packing sense, most practical transform
coding systems still apply the DCT. It offers numerous
advantages over PCA including producing good quality images
at suitable compression ratios and the ability to perform in real
time situations due to its computational efficiency. Furthermore,
the DCT is easy to implement in both hardware and software,
making it a more preferable and affordable technique in image
and video applications, compared to PCA.
B. Energy Histogram
Histogram analysis is a popular method used in the image
retrieval field, which was first introduced, by Swain and Ballard
[15] via the use of color histograms. A histogram consists of
multiple bins where each bin corresponds to a range of values. A
color histogram of an image is obtained by discretising the
colors within the image and counting the number of times each
color occurs in the domain of the corresponding bin.
The advantages of color histograms are described in [15].
Histograms are invariant to image manipulations such as
rotations, translations and they also change slightly with a
change in scale, angle of view or with occlusion. Despite these
advantages, histograms perform poorly under different imaging
or lighting conditions. They are also ineffective in
distinguishing different images that have similar color
distributions and suffer with inefficient computation due to their
dimensionality. Many techniques have been introduced to solve
these limitations as described in [16].
An energy histogram is similar to color histograms but instead
of counting pixel color, an energy histogram counts the
occurrence of the DCT coefficients in the corresponding bins.
In comparison, energy histograms incur less computational cost
compared to the traditional histogram and they are preferable
techniques over traditional histograms as their dimensions are
greatly reduced by DCT. An image with N x N pixels requires
N2 dimensions, which is computationally expensive to be
applied with the traditional histograms. However, energy
histograms are applied in much lesser dimensions as the image
redundancies have been removed by DCT. The implementation
of energy histogram algorithm in image retrieval has been
discussed in [17].
III. SYSTEM DESIGN
A. Face Recognition via Energy Histogram
The implemented face recognition system includes feature
extraction, computed from the energy histogram in the DCT
Coefficients, and recognition classification, which recognizes
images based on their feature vectors using the Euclidian
distance classifier. Figure 2 shows the face recognition model,
incorporating the feature extraction and recognition
classification.
The DCT in the energy histogram is implemented through a
similar approach as in the JPEG compression. The approach in
feature extraction computes the DCT on individual subsets of
each facial image where images are first divided into 8x8 locks.
If the last few blocks do not fit into an 8x8 block, they are
padded with zero. The Forward 2D-DCT is then applied to each
block, resulting in 8x8 DCT coefficient blocks.
As recognition speed is an issue, expensive computations
resulting from using the whole DCT coefficients were avoided
by retaining only certain DCT subsets, which are shown in
Figure 3. These subsets were chosen as square-like features and
retain the higher energy level of the image. The F1 feature set
contains only the DC component, whilst F2, F3 and F4 resemble
the 2x2, 3x3 and 4x4 coefficient blocks at the upper left corner
of the DCT coefficient block. The DC coefficient is included in
all features, as it directly resembles the majority of the image
blocks energy. Once the features have been selected, the energy
histogram is built and used as the feature vector. When the
feature vectors of the image database have been created, the
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next step is to select the threshold using the algorithm specified
in the next section.
Fig. 2. Face Recognition System with Energy Histogram.
Fig. 3. The feature sets.
To recognize a face image, the system compares the image’s
feature vector to each of the feature vectors in the database
using the Euclidian distance classifier. If the feature vector of
the query image is v and that of the database is f, then the
Euclidian distance between the two is defined by:
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where d(v-f) represents the distance between feature vector v
and f, hi represents the number of frequency occurrences in bin i,
where i = 1, 2, …, n and n denotes the number of histogram bins.
If the distance between v and f falls below a threshold, then the
images are classified as a matched; otherwise, it is an
unmatched.
B. Adaptive Threshold
Query effectiveness is evaluated using precision and recall
statistics. Precision measures the percentage of the recognized
face images that are relevant, whilst recall measures the
percentage of the relevant images that are recognized. An
accurate face recognition system maximizes both precision and
recall rates. However, in practice, these metrics generally
contradict each other. The degree of importance of recall versus
precision depends on the specific application. A maximum
precision is required for preventing the false positives where the
face images are incorrectly classified [18].
Recall and precision rates correlate to the chosen threshold
value. Identifying this value is normally done through ROC
curve analysis [8, 19] and trial and error. As precision and recall
rates always oppose each other, a trade off is made when
selecting the threshold. Recognition with a large threshold value
generally results in low precision and high recall rates, whilst a
small threshold value produces high precision and low recall
rates. In this section, we will show how to select a threshold
value by analyzing the features of image database. A balanced
precision and recall rates will be obtained through the selected
threshold value.
ROC curve analysis is a method to compare classifiers on
natural datasets using accuracy [20]. The ROC graph shows the
trade off between True Positive (TP) and False Positive (FP)
and its derived ROC curve is plotted using the TP and FP values
from the testing dataset for each given acceptance threshold
value. The acceptance threshold values are computed using the
images in the training dataset [19]. Figure 4 illustrates the ROC
curve with break-even, good and near optimal performance. The
optimal performance is obtained when the ROC curve
approaching to the upper-left corner.
Fig. 4. The ROC Graph.
Threshold selection is based on the distance information
gathered from the feature database. The feature database
requires two or more images per individual as greater numbers
of images contribute more distance information, hence may
result in a better approximation for the threshold. Prior to the
threshold selection algorithm, tolerated TP and FP values must
be defined from the algorithm shown in Figure 5. These values
are unique for each face database and are only recalculated
when different face databases are used. The threshold selection
is based on the tolerated TP and FP values; algorithm is
described in Figure 6. The selected threshold is used for each
feature from the Energy Histogram, regardless of its bin sizes.
The threshold algorithm is able to predict the performance of
the face database on the given algorithm using TP and FP rates.
As TP rates approach 100% and FP rates approach 0%, the
given algorithm’s accuracy is seen to perform near optimal.
Separation of intra and inter classes is demonstrated using the
selected threshold with intra class and inter class distances near
zero and diverging away from zero, respectively. Both TP and
FP require the database to have significant numbers of
individuals ( 30). If the numbers of individuals are too few
(<30), the number of intra class distances will also be too few in
order to make accurate prediction on the threshold value. A
database with n individuals in which each individual has m
images, provides n numbers of distances in the intra class and
(n-1)*(m*n) numbers of distances in the inter class.
F1 = [DC],
F2 = [DC, AC01, AC10, AC11],
F3 = [DC, AC01, AC02, AC10, AC11, AC12, AC20, AC21,
AC22],
F4 = [DC, AC01, AC02, AC03, AC10, AC11, AC12, AC13, AC20,
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1. For a selected Energy Histogram feature, calculate 5 feature
vector databases with histogram bin sizes of 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50.
This range of histogram bin sizes was selected as the ROC curve
was shown to be optimal within this range. For each feature vector
database, calculate two distance classes from its feature vectors.
The first is the intra class where the distances between feature
vectors of the same individual are calculated. This class gives an
indication of how similar the images of the same individual are.
The other is the inter class, in which the distance between each
feature vector of an individual is measured against feature vectors
of other individuals. These distance values indicate how different
each image of an individual is against images of other individuals
in the database.
2. Draw the ROC graph for each feature vector database. The
distances of the intra class are set as the acceptance threshold
values. The ROC curve is plotted using the TP and FP values
obtained from each acceptance threshold value. The TP rate is
measured by calculating the percentage of the distances of the intra
class that are allowed to be less than the acceptance threshold
value. The FP rate is measured by calculating the percentages of
the distances of the inter class that are allowed to be less than the
acceptance threshold value. The TP refers to the face images that
correctly matched as known, whilst the FP refers to the face images
that incorrectly classified as known.
3. From all the ROC graphs of the feature vector databases, find
the optimal ROC curve that shows high TP and low FP values.
These values are specified through observation of the optimal
ROC curve. They are defined realistically through a point near the
ROC curve that gives a high TP value and lower FP value and are
set as the tolerated values.
1. For each feature vector database i,
:∃ {di1, di2, …, din} ∈ intra class i
and {si1, si2, …, sim} ∈ inter class i,
where n = number of elements in intra class i and
m = number of elements in inter class i.
The individual threshold is selected depending on the two
scenarios:
a. If max{intra} < min{inter}
max{intra} + min{inter}
2
individual threshold =
b. If max{intra}  min{inter}
individual threshold is selected from a value in the
inter class, that satisfies the conditions, where the TP
value must be greater than or equal to its tolerated
value and the FP value must be less than or equal to its
tolerated value.
2. The minimum of the individual threshold values is used as the
threshold for future classifications.
Fig. 5. Algorithm to find the tolerated TP and FP values.
Fig. 6. Individual Threshold Algorithm.
The adaptive ability of the threshold selection is the result of the
DCT’s data dependency. Threshold selection can be
recalculated after a user-defined number of database
manipulations, including addition or deletion of database face
images. When adding images to the face database, only the
distances of the added images are calculated while the existing
distance classes are still valid for selecting the classification
threshold. Image deletion is similar to addition except that the
distances of the deleted images are removed from the existing
distance classes. Following the update to the distance class
values, the process of threshold recalculation can then be
immediately performed, as the feature vector of each image is
independent.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
These experiments were carried out on the Yale Face Database
[21], containing of 165 images for 15 individuals with 11
images each. All of the facial images were taken in a frontal
upright position with various facial expressions or
configurations such as: center-light, left-light, right-light, with
glasses, without glasses, happy, unexpressive, sad, sleepy,
surprised, and winking. The training database was constructed
from happy and sad face expressions of the first 10 individuals.
The remaining facial images that were not included in the
training database were used to construct the testing database.
There were no preprocessing methods applied to enhance the
facial images prior to the feature extraction. Face images with
light configurations were excluded as the excessive light cast
shadow on the background, which would require preprocessing
in practice.
A. Threshold Selection
The training dataset consists of 20 face images from 10
individuals, hence, the number of distances in the intra class is
10 and the number of distances in the inter class is 180. In order
to obtain realistic TP and FP values, we analyzed the ROC
graphs. Figure 7 shows the ROC graph where the ROC curve
was calculated from the distances gathered from images in the
training database based on F2 feature set with histogram bin
sizes of 10. The performance of the face recognition were
considered to be near optimal as all of the ROC curves laid
closer to the upper-left corner. The best performance was
obtained with histogram bin of 10, where the 90% of TP were
achieved with scarifying smaller amount of FP (11.67%).
The TP tolerated value was set to 90% as achieving 9 out of 10
images to be correctly classified was reasonable accurate. The
FP tolerated value was consequently set to 5% based on the
observation that allowing 9 out of 180 images to be
misclassified was deemed reasonable.
Table 1 shows the individual threshold values of the F2 feature
with 5 histogram bins required from 10 to 50 along with their
corresponding True Positive and False Positive rates. The
threshold for the training database with the F2 feature set was
derived from the minimum of the individual threshold values
(55.7). The same procedure was applied to the other feature sets
(F1, F3 and F4) and datasets. Evaluation on the effectiveness of
the threshold selection is described in the following section.
B. Evaluation on Threshold Selection and Energy
Histogram Face Recognition
This section discusses the effectiveness of the energy histogram
algorithm and the recognition performance of each feature set
with 10 bin sizes ranging from 10 to 100. The figures below
show the recognition performance under various feature sets.
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The threshold values for the classification were calculated using
the proposed threshold selection algorithm. Judging the
recognition ability in term of precision and recall rates depends
on the application. Some applications require higher precision
rate, as it may be detrimental to misclassify an unknown
individual. Our aim with the threshold selection is to find an
optimal balance between precision and recall rates.
ROC curve with F2 feature set and bin sizes of 10
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Fig. 7. ROC graph of F2 feature set with histogram bin sizes of 10.
Bin
Size
Individual
Threshold
TP (%) FP (%)
10
20
30
40
50
57.8
55.7
77.8
60.2
69.1
90
90
90
90
90
2.2
0
4.4
2.2
5
Table 1: Individual threshold values for F2 feature under various bin sizes.
As shown in figure 8, threshold selection works well in the F1
feature set. The precision and recall rates are balanced
regardless of the histogram bin size. Figure 9 shows that the
recall rate in F2 feature sets is slightly reduced as the bin size
increased. The threshold selection is still considered to perform
well as the recognition rates are still higher in terms of precision
and recall. At higher bin sizes, the threshold selection fails to
obtain balanced recognition with feature sets F3 and F4. These
feature sets are deemed not suitable for face recognition as they
produce low recognition rates and the corresponding algorithm
performs slower due to the increase number of features used.
The best recognition in the F1 feature set is obtained with a
histogram bin size of 50 producing a precision rate of 94% and a
recall rate of 85%. Similar recognition rates can be obtained
with the F2 feature set using a histogram bin size of 20. Results
further demonstrated that F2 outperforms the F1 feature set with
a histogram bin size of 30 resulting in a precision rate of 96%
and a recall rate of 90%.
C. Comparison between Energy Histogram and Eigenface
In the previous section, we demonstrated that optimal
recognition was obtained using the Energy Histogram approach
with the F2 feature set. Next, we implement the Eigenface
algorithm [5] for a comparison. The trial and error method was
used to select the threshold and eigenvectors. The threshold was
Fig. 8. Performance of F1 feature set.
Fig. 9. Performance of F2 feature set.
chosen as 14.64 that gave balanced on the precision and recall
rates while the first 10 eigenvectors were used for the
recognition as it gave optimal recognition results. Figure 10
shows the comparison of the F2 feature set with the Eigenface
algorithm. The F2 feature set with 4 bin sizes ranging from 20 to
60 outperformed the Eigenface algorithm producing a
recognition rate higher in both precision and recall. As
described earlier, optimal recognition with the Energy
Histogram approach occurs when using the F2 feature with a
histogram bin of 30. The precision and recall rates with this
feature and histogram size are 96% and 90% respectively,
whilst the Eigenface algorithm yielded only corresponding rates
of 89% and 84%.
Fig.10. Comparison of the Energy Histogram with F2 feature set and Eigenface
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper has investigated the issue in selecting the
classification threshold using the distance information obtained
from the face database and has discussed an approach in feature
extraction with the Energy Histogram of the DCT coefficients
for face recognition. Some important issues related to the
recognition performance are investigated; in particular the issue
of histogram bin sizes and feature sets. Experimentation has
been conducted on Yale face database. Results have shown that
the selected threshold value provides a balance in precision and
recall rates and the F2 feature set with a histogram bin size of 30
has yielded an optimal recognition performance. Furthermore,
the Energy Histogram approach has shown to outperform the
well-known Eigenface algorithm.
A number of possible improvements for future works have been
identified through this research. The importance of image
preprocessing prior to the application of an energy histogram
has been shown to increase recognition performance accuracy
in other face recognition techniques. Heseltine et al. [23] have
presented an evaluation of image preprocessing techniques for
Eigenface-based face recognition. The authors reported a
significant improvement using simple image preprocessing
techniques such as color normalization methods, statistical
methods, convolutions methods, and above combinations.
Sequential preprocessing using intensity normalization
moments within local regions of the image and a contour
convolution filter, has been reported to reduce the Equal Error
Rate (EER) resulting in increased recognition accuracy with
face recognition technique. All these techniques can be applied
to the algorithm in this paper.
Secondly, we believe a combination of the Energy Histogram
approach with other face recognition algorithms may further
increase the recognition rate. Lu et al. [26] proposed classifier
combination algorithms for face recognition. A combination of
three common algorithms (PCA, Independent Component
Analysis (ICA), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)) with the
sum rule and Radial Basis Function (RBF)-based integration
strategies was investigated by Lu et al. using a face database
containing 206 individuals (2,060 face images). The
experimental results with two integration strategies
outperformed each individual classifier.
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